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About This Game

You are alone. Are you lonely? You're lost. Or stuck? Somewhere...but where? And most importantly, who are you?

Only Yesterday You Were A Man.

Today Everything Has Changed.

You Died.

But your soul is still there. It’s a piece of light energy trapped in the alien space between two worlds.

Alteric

 A single player 2D-platformer

 Bright minimalistic graphics
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 "Roast your ass" gameplay with physics, gravity and logic

 2 interconnected parallel worlds

 A variety of obstacles and dangerous bosses

 Atmospheric soundtrack

 In-game achievements

 Trading cards and badges

 Support "Steam Cloud" for your save files

 Full support for XBox 360 controllers, so you can play as comfortable as possible!

According to the developers - "We tried to develop a game in such a way that the player realized: here, Thomas meets with Dark
Souls"

We Love You, You Love Games and Everyone loves Emoticons:
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Title: Alteric
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
goonswarm
Publisher:
goonswarm
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: CPU 1700 MHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 210 or similar videocard

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 80 MB available space

English,Russian,Dutch,Turkish,Italian,French,Hungarian,Swedish,Thai,Polish,German,Simplified Chinese
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It's a good game and im having a lot of fun with it. I would Rae the map layout and graphics [7\/10] and the gameplay
mechanics [8\/10]. The maps are fun and enjoyable but there's no Secret Coins or replay ability so i will only play this game
ones. The gameplay is great just that it's a little slower than i tought, i was hoping for the Geometry Dash feeling but this is a
more relaxed game that gives you time to think. Alltought i rate the game [8\/10] for making me to do something when i dont
play CS:GO :p. I got to admit, it's difficult, but it's fair if you have the skill and patience to master the challenge of both the map
and the controls, other wise, don't get screwed by the timing and placement of the obsticles, also nice music and background..
As a person that has a friend trying to make a good platformer game, I was glad to have a discount coupon (which Steam gave
me for crafting a badge) for this. However, I was disappointed quite quickly after getting into chapter 2, and chapter 3 was even
more disappointing. I 100%ed the achievements anyway, but this isn't definitely the game I would recommend to platformer
lovers. Here are some things which annoyed and frustrated me pretty much:

 The game does not show what is in the other world. This is pretty much annoying, especially when death traps would
appear and disappear due to this (and would cause instant kills). In addition, there is no visual distinction between
objects that are affected by this and ones that are not. Players are forced to memorize exact locations of various objects
of both worlds. It's just annoying rather than challenging. Yes, the trailer already shows this, but it's really more annoying
than expected. I argue that objects of the other world should have been partially transparent, not completely invisible.

 The controls were a bit awkard. The character 'slides' a bit when trying to stop or change directions. Due to this, the
character falls off small platforms very often - especially in level 24, 'The Real Challenge' (The one shown in the second
trailer video). I'm not sure if this is intended as part of the difficulty, but it was surely quite annoying. It's really difficult
to get used to this, and when I die due to this, I really don't feel like I died because the game is challenging.

 TORQUE. Seriously, why? I'm pretty sure this is included on purpose since there's a chapter named torque, but I really
dislike this. When falling off a platform from edge (i. e. not by jumping), the player(box) spins. And this happens quite
often even when unintended, due to the 'sliding' problem I mentioned earlier. This temporarily increases collision size of
the box. Usually that's not a big deal, but in 'The Real Challenge', you'll know what's wrong with this. Furthermore,
torque makes it very difficult to safely land on clones since when the player is tilted, a newly created clone is also tilted.

 Level 6: Chase. When the player makes the first move, a swarm of chasers (which kills the player when touched)
follows the player. There are three spiked pendulums in the level. Each has different periods, and it's near impossible to
avoid one when it's moving left ro right. The problem is, the chasers follow so closely that there isn't enough time to wait
for the pendulums to change direction, and the level doesn't reset when the player dies. Thus, the most important thing
for getting past those pendulums is luck. I tried this level quite a lot of times, and I strongly claim that there is no
reliable, consistent way to beat this level - except one.
 There is a way to make the chasers start their move before I progress. This makes the chasers disappear off screen, and
the player can have indefinite amount of time to wait for the right timing. I was really, really disappointed when the dev
said 'Good job, you found the true way!' to a user who posted a screenshot of this. (Link) I do understand that there can
be a secret way to beat a level easily, but if that's the case, the level seriously should have a reliable solution.

  There are some minor additional problems (like gravity change taking too much time before the player actually changes
vertical direction) as well, but those problems are not very serious compared to the above ones.

 Overall, this could have been a fine platformer game. The maps themselves were not ridiculous or near impossible
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compared to other platformer games, although I guess there could have been more save points. The idea of switching
between worlds and creating a small platform wasn't bad. However, those problems ruin gaming experience, and I would
not be happy to play another game like this.. Pretty difficult platformer. Well... Its hard. Full video review coming soon..
Interesting little game.. I bought this game 75% off and to be honest, it was money well spent. The game is a difficult
and minimalistic platformer with no storyline or impressive soundtrack. By far there were only two things that made me
go mad: The jumping sound and several evil traps. The game is rather short, but it looks like it could recieve a potential
sequel with more content due to a larger budget.. The only real "challenge" in this title is defined simply by the game
mechanics itself. And I'm not talking about the dimension-changes in the background color\/blocks\/etc.

Imagine you have your white cube. It has real sharp controls. But it's also eternally covered in butter. That you obviously
cannot consume. Now imagine the cube not really behaving like a cube at all but still retains the hit boxes as one since it 
really acts as if it is a sphere. Imagine hitting a button that changes gravity. Oh, but not just any button, no no no: it's
surrounded by spikes so that if you didn't hit it just right, you'll slide off the edge ever so slightly and restart the
level. Now imagine that, if you do happen to hit it just right and the gravity changes, you leave it to dumb luck to fit
between two sawblades that will also put you back to start. A pixel to the left? Dead. A pixel to the right? Dead also.

If you are a sadist weirdo enjoy frustrating rage games, get it. If that's not your cup of tea, avoid it. Don't get me
wrong: I love challenging games but the challenge should not be in the controls themselves but rather in the content.
Solid concept but lacks the execution follow-through imo.

However, it does have a pretty solid soundtrack [yet somewhat limited].. long story short, THIS GAME IS VERY
GOOD. This a game has no story but still manages to explain it well with its other world feature, I feel like this game
is a lot like portal. However an issue that is happening with me is that when im in world 1 ( The one with rain) my
frame rates drop. like a twelve year olds balls this makes it very hard to play. But when I'm in the second world the
FPS goes up like the Amarica to Canada immigration rates after Donald Trump. I do play this game on OSX if that
helps fix this issue. Thank you.
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the game is so fun but there is one problem it will make you nervous and very angry and at the most you can cry of its hard. The
negative reviews of this game are primarily due to slippery controls and traps that don't reset when you die, both these
complaints make this game unplayable.

The controls are slow, sluggish, and a bit weird but you can get used to them, however the non-resetting traps make levels a
blind luck race to the finish. There will be levels where you simply cannot progress because the traps are not set in your favor.
Then you die and respawn, maybe the traps will line up right, maybe they won't. Games like this should never have any luck
element in them and it completely ruins the fun and challenge of the game.

There are plenty of difficult platformers on steam that are far better than this and you would do well to play any of them
insteead.. I would love to play chapter four, but these chapters are enough pain.. The game is for pure hardcore gamers! If you
cry like a baby when u can't handle it -this IS a place for ya! The place where you can become a real one HARD one!
Your nerves as hard as a steel?
You don't f afraid a challenge?
Don't care of kewl gadm grafs and stuff? THen this IS the right place!
9 of a 10.
becz 10 of 10 can get only CHuCk F NorriSSS !!!111. The game value for the money. But i can't even pass the tutorial..
Controls are delayed by half a second (oddly, not all the time and not by a consistent amount), and the graphics are uninspired
and boring. Level design is also boring. Reviews are sketchy as if producer paid for them.
Bottom line, this game is bad and they should feel bad.. Not my style. absolute filth. This game is a good and hard platformer.
Since I have only played it for ca. half an hour this review is based on my very first impression:

Positive:
- most songs of the soundtrack are actually pretty good
- the controls are easy to understand since the concept of the game is pretty straight forward
- it is actually not that easy which is pretty rare in todays games

Neutral:
- there is\/seem to be no story but that doesnt really matter

Negative\/Need of improvement:
- the jump sound is pretty annoying
- the hitboxes seem a bit off\/do not 100% match with the textures
- you cant change the deadzone of the controller which is pretty small
- you do not switch worlds instantly - laserbeams and spikes\/blades might still kill you
- there is only one difficulty - it would help for newbs like me if there were different difficulties which would just change the
amount of checkpoints there are (like in boshy)

In conclusion:
Even though I am listing more negative points than positive, the game itself still is pretty good. The game would be perfect for
me if the points I mentioned would be changed.
Overall I would give this game a solid 5\/7 with the chance to be a good 10\/10. FeelsGoodMan
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